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 No. 84.] MAN. [1913.

 m nionasteries and Hindu mnausolea built round f uneral pits," and Dr. Groneman,
 writing on this same temple, says, " we are sorry to think that they were destroyed

 or removed by devastating treasure-seekers who broke the floors and dug up the
 " earth underneath, not knowing that there could be ino graves in the rooms of
 " these monasteries."

 The author states that the twenty-two scenes on the right and left of the
 staircase of Chandi Mendoot are partly lost and wlholly damaged, but tllis is
 incorrect. On the left or north side there are ten jatakas; of these only one is
 wholly damaged, two partly damaged, and the rest are entire. It is to be regretted
 that the description of this beautiful temple is so meagre, and that the superb
 monolithic figure of the Buddha-said to possess the most perfect Buddha face in
 existence-should be disposed of in a few lines. It is niow some five years since
 this stattie was restored to its original position, so that neither the photograph
 No. XXV, nor the statement that it has "slid down from its pedestal," are quite
 up to date.

 Although Dr. Groneman also uses the term " polygonous " to the Japanese

 temples, we do not think this is the accepted meaning of the word, even if tlle
 temples are "many-cornered." The author seems to have copied what is obviously
 a printer's error in Fergusson's Eastern Architecture where he writes, " Naha Vihara "
 for " Maha Vihara." We should like to know what a " stupa-linga" is, and also
 why Mr. Scheltema, who has travelled in the East, and ought to know better,
 persists in calling a Chinese a " Cbinaman ?" We thought this was a prerogative
 of schoolboys and comic singers.

 It is only right aiid proper that the author, in dealing with Eastern architecture,
 should uise Sanskrit terms, but w by introduce German, Dutch, Spanish, French,
 Italian, Latin, and Greek ? On page 129, for instance, we find phrases in no less
 than five languages. Mr. Scheltema speaks of " a Polynesian bias to anicestor-
 worship ; now in the great diversity of the religious beliefs held by these peoples
 there is nothing to show that they were ancestor-worshippers. In another place he
 deplores the fact that the Dutch Government arid natives alike used the ruinied
 temples as quarries. But in what country or in what age has this niot been done !
 Did not Cairo come from Cheops and Christiaii churches from Pagan amphitheatres ?

 The best chapters are those dealing with Boro-Boudour and its approach, and
 the tribute Mr. Scheltema pays to Major Van Eerp is well deserved. The Dutch
 Government are to be congratulated in selecting him to carry out tlle strenuous work
 of restoring Boro-Boudour. This work has now been carried out, and in a way
 worthy of the best traditions of the School of Archeology. A comparison of the
 photographs Nos. XXXIX and XL is a good example of what has been achieved.

 The seated Buddha figuires (at Boro-Boudour) enclosed in the perforated dagobs on
 the three cirecular terraces suggest, perhaps, the idea that the Buddha had now reacheds
 a state whereby he is now only dimly visible, as through a mist, to his beholders,
 wlhile in the central and crowning dagob he had passed altogetlher beyond the realm
 of human visioi.

 There is a useful bibliography at the end of the book, which, however, brings
 out the fact that there ale comparatively few works in the Eniglish language on the
 subject of Javaiiese archooology, so that the present volume is all the more welcome.
 The addition of a map, such as that published by the Royal Packet Company, wlheie
 the ruined sites are marked in red, wouild greatly assist the reader in seeilng at a
 glance the positioIn and distribution of these temples of Java.

 J. COOPER CLARK.

 Printed by EYRE AND SPOTTISWOODE, LTND., His Majesty's Printers, iEast Harding Street, E.C.
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